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Later, the soul mark was lifted, and Liang Gong Yingyue’s soul was annihilated.

Even if the two of them meet again, they are afraid they will be strangers.

Thinking of this, Mark felt a little guilty.

“Yue’er, I’m sorry.”

“Originally, I promised to spend the last day with you today.”

“But because of my business, I was delayed.”

“Or, I will go to the Sword God Palace the day after tomorrow.”

Mark apologized. With.

However, Haruhi Yingyue smiled beautifully, and shook her head: “Master, no need.”

“Yue’er knows, after this matter, you must still have very important things to do.”

“You can take out two. Yue’er is already very grateful for staying with me every day.”

“How can you be greedy and take up more time for your master?” The soft voice, like the
cry of a nightingale, rang slowly.

Even in her heart, she wanted Mark to stay with her for a few more days, but she still
shook her head and refused.

She smiled, trying hard not to let the sadness in her heart reveal, and being sensible
makes people feel distressed.

“But…”

Mark wanted to say something, but was interrupted by Liang Gong Yingyue.

“Master, there is one more night. Take advantage of this time, let’s go to the park and
see the cherry blossoms.”



“I heard them say that the cherry blossoms in this season are very beautiful.”

“Especially at night, the stars are full and the moon is bright. The cherry blossoms under
the lights are even more dazzling and dreamy.”
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Haruhi Yingyue said yearningly.

Then he took Mark to the nearby park.

However, after arriving, Haruhi Yingyue was stunned.

I saw the cherry tree in front of me, bare.

Under the light, there are only sturdy tree trunks, staggering in confusion, where you can
see the slightest color.

“Hey~” “It’s really disappointing.”

“I came all the way to see the cherry blossoms, but they didn’t bloom.”

… “Don’t you know?” “This year, due to the cold current, the temperature The warming
up is slower than in previous years.”

“So, the flowering period has been postponed.”

“If you want to see the cherry blossoms, maybe you have to wait another half a
month?” …..

“Hey~” “I can only wait.”

“Let’s go, all go back.”

In the ears, many tourists sighed.

Many couples who come here are full of expectations, and they all return in
disappointment.

The light in Haruhi Yingyue’s beautiful eyes also dimmed suddenly.

“Huh?” “You couple, why don’t you leave?” “The cherry blossoms haven’t bloomed yet?”
“Wait for half a month, and then see.”

At this time, there was an old man who practiced late and said to Haruhi. They said.



However, Haruhi Yingyue lowered her head.

She knew very well that she didn’t look at it tonight, and in the future, she was afraid that
she would never have the opportunity to watch the cherry blossoms with her master.

Mark said that her consciousness can exist for up to half a year.

However, Liang Gong Yingyue knew her own body.

In the past few days and nights, her headaches got worse.

The voice deep in my mind became clearer.

Sometimes, she even felt that her body was not at her disposal.

Haruhi Yingyue felt that she was afraid that it would be half a month, and she couldn’t
make it through.

She had thought that before the end of her life, to accompany her master and her
beloved teenager to see a flourishing cherry blossoms would also be regarded as her
short life and draw a successful conclusion.

Unexpectedly, her only wish has now fallen into a void.

Tears suddenly flowed down.

That kind of regret and sadness, like the palm of a devil, deeply strangled Haruhi
Yingyue’s heart.

She could no longer hide the sadness in her heart.

The whole person was curled up there, his pretty face buried on his knees, crying sadly,
letting tears flow.

The helpless appearance is like an abandoned son in the world.
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